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FÉDÉRATION EUROPÉENNE DES MÉDECINS SALARIÉS
EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF SALARIED DOCTORS
Dr Enrico Reginato, President

Ms. Muriel Guin
Head of Unit
European Commission
Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion DG
Brussels February 21th 2013

Subject: Complaint registered under CHAP(2012)2947

We thank you for the letter you sent us on Jan. 28th 1023 concerning the subject.
Enclosed please find the answers to your questions:
1) There are two levels of Italian Public Managers. In the particular situation of Italian Hospitals, the
Managing Staff of the Hospitals and Sanitary Units (General Manager, Sanitary Manager and
Administrative Manager) are managers/executives of the second level. They have autonomous
decision-taking powers and their work is not measured and/or predetermined.
The Hospital doctors are in the first level of executives.
Within this first level, the heads of Departments (about 8000 out of 110.000 Italian hospital
doctors) have no predetermined working time and are evaluated by results (unless their personal
contract with the hospital includes a predetermined working time for them too).
All the other 102.000 doctors:




don’t perform any real managing and organizative function;
have no autonomy over the amount of working time, that is predetermined by the National
Contract, (38 hour/week) and measured with electronic devices;
have no autonomy over the internal organization of the Department: daily and night duties,
on-call duties, vacations, Continuous medical Education.

Therefore, none of this great majority of doctors can be considered in the derogation of EWTD for
“managing executives or other persons with autonomous decision-taking powers” (art. 17)
2) The weekly working times for doctors of the National Health Service, according to the National
Contract, is 38 hour per week.
Often the working time is over that limit, even beyond 48 hours/week, due to restriction of staff
tied to projects of reorganization of the NHS after shortage of national resources in the last
financial laws and spending review.
3) Protection for shiftwork, beyond the maximum daily work expected in the EWTD, was demanded to
decentralized contracts (see the following question). Abrogation of the right to 11 hours of rest in
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one day allowed the plans of morning/night work, where the rest could be reduced to 6 hours
(working hours from 8.00 a.m. >2.00 p.m. plus 8:00 pm>8:00 a.m. next day).
Due to staff restrictions, immediate compensatory rests are not granted, after duties exceeding
EWTD limits.
4) Art. 3(85) of Law N° 244/2007, abrogating the right to continuative rest of at least 11 hours/day for
doctors of NHS, demanded to the National Contract the identification of protection and safety
mechanisms for workers.
Art. 7 of the national Contract 2006/2009 sets the general frame for the decentrated contracts
(Regional and Local) but doesn’t confirm the 11 hours of daily rest. This implies that single regional
and local agreements created quite diversified conditions.
E.g. in Toscany and Puglia Regions the agreements decided for 11 hours of daily rest, but in
Lombardia Region this limit is lowered to 8 hours.
Therefore, in spite of the EWTD, the goal of a uniform and adequate health protection is not
reached.
The directive is not respected, still worse, because, from its disapplication, a considerable
economical advantage is obtained by the sanitary structures.
5) The expected protections in many decentrated contracts are the immediate rest, usually 24 hours
long, after a night duty, and the recovery of the shiftwork done beyond 38 hours/week, is done in
the following months, in case there is no request for shiftwork pay. Anyway everything is
conditioned by an adeguate number of staff. In many Italian health structures these protections
remain on the paper where they are written and the exigence of delivering the service prevales
over the EWTD 88/2003, putting at risk the health of doctors as well as the patient’s one.
6) In most cases, on call services don’t need the continuous presence inside the hospital, provided the
doctor can assure to quickly reach the hospital within the expected times (in some cases
immediate, in other cases within 30 minutes).
Other situations are represented by the so called active on-call presence, where the doctor can
remain outside the hospital but compulsory on line to be able to give his/her performance (e.g.
neurosurgeons and neuroradiologists for CT brain imaging).

Hoping these answers can help you to manage the Italian Government reply, we remain.
Yours sincerely
Enrico Reginato
FEMS President

Costantino Troise
ANAAO Assomed General Secretary
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